04/30/12 – Aaronic Blessing in the sky!
On April 30, 2012 I resigned from my job as instructed. After my resignation my
manager and I stood on the steps and talked for about an hour. Afterward I crossed the parking
lot toward my car and noticed what appeared to be two letters in the sky. Other clouds were
moving by, but these two letters stayed hanging in one spot for about 15 minutes. My camera
kept acting weird (shutting off, the battery door accidentally opened, I almost dropped it, the
battery light came on, I had to remove and reinsert the battery, and I had to clear out some
pictures because my memory was full!) I was finally able to get a picture of them before they
dissipated. But, it sure was a relief to see that The Lord provided a word of encouragement on
the day that I quit my job and stepped out into the nothingness on total faith! I would have only
done this if I was confident that The Lord was going to take care of things.

The letter on the left is the Phoenician letter “Yod”

(you can barely see the remains of the

little tail on the bottom). This letter evolved into the Hebrew letter “Yod”
The letter “Yod” means "Hand”.
The letter on the right is “Final Kaf”
Final Kaf means "Palm of the hand". "I have engraved you upon the palms of My hands."
Hebrew is read from right to left and if Kaf is the letter at the end of a word, which it is here, then
it is written as a Final Kaf. So, this configuration is grammatically correct!
It is interesting to note that the gematria for the word “Yod” and the letter “Kaf” are both 20.

You will notice that both of these letters are actually written backwards.
Hebrew is read from right to left.
It is as if God is writing them from above the sky!
The letters are between Him and me!
He would not see or write them backwards, but I see them as backwards.
He is looking down on the earth from above and writing the letters in the sky! So, you have the
Yod at the front of the word, and the Final Kaf at the end - just like it should be - 100%
grammatically correct!
When you put both of these letters together, Yod “Hand” and Final Kaf “Palm of the hand”,
then you get the Priestly Hands of the Aaronic Blessing! This is the same blessing that Aaron
said over the people of Israel in the Torah – The Aaronic Blessing. This is still the same
blessing that the Jews pray over their children

After seeing these letters, but still not knowing what they meant, I got in the car and drove away.
Minutes later as I was driving I passed an opening in the trees - A Cloud in the shape of a Big
Eye was watching me – there was also the letter U beside the eye.
I couldn’t get a good picture of it - it was way too big, so I had to get two pictures of it!
About 5 minutes later I was finally able to pull over and get a movie clip and pictures of it!
I got the intense feeling that God was saying "I Am watching over U", which went along with the
hands of blessing that I had just seen!

The Aaronic or Priestly Blessing
Numbers 6:22-27

And The Lord spoke to Moses says:
“Speak to Aaron and his sons saying,
‘This is the way you shall bless the children of Israel.
Say to them:
“May The Lord bless you and keep you;
May The Lord make His face shine upon you
and be gracious to you;
May The Lord lift up His countenance upon you
and give you peace.”

“So they shall put My Name on the children of Israel,
And I will bless them.”

The priests would raise their hands with their thumbs touching and forming the letter
Shin, which stands for Shaddai, one of the Names of God. According to Jewish tradition the
light of the Divine Presence would shine through the priests’ fingers as they blessed the people.

